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The Who defined a generation and rocked the world. “My Generation,”
“Pinball Wizard,” and “Baba O’Riley” are some of the most well known
tracks in rock history. The rock opera Tommy, the genre-defining Live
at Leeds, and the classic Quadrophenia are just some of The Who’s
albums.
The band’s original lineup had an amazing 15-year span, as they toured
their way around the globe, performing live and recording until the death of
drummer Keith Moon in 1978. Then John Entwhistle died in 2002, but the
remaining founding members Roger Daltrey and Pete Townshend continue
to tour. 50 years on the Road takes you on the journey with the band as they
conquered the world: from small London clubs to Madison Square Garden,
from seven-inch vinyl releases to multimillion-selling albums, all the way to
recognition as global rock gods.
The stories behind the music with an album by album analysis and
accompanied by images from many of the most well known contemporary
rock photographers gives a unique insight into one of the most influential
groups in the history of rock music.
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• The Who are recording a new album ahead of a UK USA arena tour
to celebrate their 50th anniversary
• The Who have won countless awards, and were inducted into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame as early as 1990
• All the bands albums reissued on Vinyl in 2015
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the band could now go. Moon’s drumming had given the band a cutting
edge. John Entwistle had doubled the sound volume of his bass with two

Townshend did indeed feel cynical; in fact, he felt like one of the living dead

used crash landed. (Townshend was moved to write Glow Girl thanks to

trapped on a rock music conveyor belt, unwilling to continue in a world that did

that incident.) Moon discovered his liking for cherry bombs and blowing

not conform to the conditions he put upon it. Yet he saw no way of ameliorating

up toilets, which meant that no hotel was now safe. Moon’s 20th birthday

producing a truly unique sound.

the conflict in his head. A conflict that he partly lay at the feet of Who fans,

for the young drummer, and he had already set his sights on more exciting

Meaden was in his element and got into top gear. He recognised that

on August 23 (he announced that it was his 21st so that he could drink

misunderstanding what they were about; not a good mental state for a rock

music. There was one band that he really wanted to join. They were good

all cultural icons had a public image, and he tried to impose one onto The

legally in every US state) degenerated into a cake fight that included

musician to find himself in; misunderstanding can lead to hypocrisy.

and they had been playing together for several years already. Undaunted,

Who as well; not always successfully but not for want of trying. The band

Peter Noone of the Hermits. It got worse – and so, incidentally, did the

and with a few drinks inside for courage, thus looking worse for wear,

needed to change its image drastically, Meaden felt, and he knew how.

variations in the retelling – and he apparently sprayed cars in the hotel

Keith Moon clambered onto the stage one night to audition for the group.

In the mod world, there were two well known terms; “faces”, the leaders

parking lot with fire extinguisher foam before taking off all his clothes

The Who had found their drummer, indeed their saviour, and the rest is

and “tickets”, everybody else. French crew cuts were ordered for the all

and falling over and smashing two teeth. After emergency caps had been

the stuff of rock music legend.
The lads were blown out of their socks by Moon’s performance;
they’d never seen or heard anything like him before. Who had? (No pun

And so he and the band continued…
September 1975 arrived and with it the rehearsals for the October tour.

members of the band and after a little rebellion by John Entwistle, who

fitted he was jailed for a day. All this did nothing to make Roger Daltrey

Townshend had returned from America having consulted one of Meher Baba’s

was more into dressing like the Stones, everyone was soon decked out in

look more kindly on Moon and Townshend. The upside was that they

greatest disciples there and seemed refreshed and more relaxed. Keith Moon on

managed to get into a recording studio and lay down and mix six tracks.

crisp mod suits. Even the band’s name took a hit and they became “The

the other hand, was experimenting with his own version of auto-destruction; he

Back in England, everyone was aware of the dire situation, of the debts

was a master of the art, and his alcoholism and desperate carousal of a life had

that smashing guitars and rooms brought. So, on October 14 “I Can See

given him a finishing date for his work. He had made one attempt to get on the

What happened then was a bit confusing, and the retelling of it by

The “High Numbers” set out to conquer London’s Soho, the heartland

for Miles” was let loose. “The most exciting piece of music The Who ever

wagon, as had Townshend, but neither had lasted long.

various band members doesn’t make it any clearer. Moon declared

of modland. Mod hangouts “The Scene” or “The Flamingo” were the clubs

recorded” is how the track was described. Townshend had wanted to

intended.) It took drumming to a whole new level, the level on which the

High Numbers”. (A mod wearing a t-shirt with a number printed on the

band wanted to operate.

front was known as a ‘Number’.)

that he’d never been asked to join the group officially, but John

to conquer, and Meaden was convinced that if he could take the clientele

Entwistle recalled that Moon couldn’t decide between The Who and the

there with him, the world would be their oyster. He was right.
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The set for the tour was made up of songs stretching back to the “My Generation”

change the serious aura that surrounded the band in the eyes of many

era, taking in “Tommy” along the way. Whatever Townshend thought they should

fans. Townshend, said one critic, could be the dominant writer of the next

be doing. The Who hauled themselves around the venues with an entourage that

Beachcombers. Let’s move on from the tangled memories of that moment

Townshend, especially, immersed himself in mod culture. It gave a

ten years, if he would follow through with his ideas and not go at them

wouldn’t have shamed an Indian Raja and enough equipment to blow out the lights

because, as history states, the 17-year-old Moon was the next drummer

focus to his personality and he was soon able to mimic perfectly those on

half-heartedly. Townshend knew that this was the best thing he’d ever

of a small town. The fans came in droves. The Who didn’t disappoint either on

done, and when it only just made it into the UK top 10 he was heartbroken.

or off stage. Moon found himself in prison once more after he attacked British

Moon’s talents and insecurities fitted into the group very well and

was not a mod but he enjoyed the expression of mod culture with his

It reached number 9 in the Billboard chart in America following a tour

Airways computers at Prestwick Airport.

it didn’t take long before John and Keith’s arguments slotted in nicely

artistic eye, and if he was to be a mod for professional reasons he was

and one memorable TV show that saw one of Keith’s bombs blow the

for the group.

the dance floor when he was on stage. In his heart, of course, Townshend

going to be the perfect mod. Soon, mods and rockers were fighting it out

drummer into the air and shards of cymbal metal tear into Townshend’s

France. Then they flew back to America for a three-week tour. This included a gig

all over the country and The Who were at the epicentre of this breakout

arm. Townshend was lucky not to go deaf, as the explosion, which frizzed

playing to 78,000 people, the largest crowd at an indoor rock concert in Detroit.

Keith didn’t wait to be asked, he took his own direction in any song and

era in British history.

his hair, was right beside his left ear.
Before that tour, The Who had been recording an album. It finally saw

Helmut Gorden now offered the band contracts at £25 a week so

change the way that John played bass. Entwistle needed to concentrate

that they could give up their full-time jobs and concentrate on playing.

the light of day as a concept album, a comment on the way music was

enormously on Moon’s wild drumming and fit his bass playing into it.

Only Pete’s parents balked. Townshend was still at art school studying

heard. As such, it was to include all the peripheral noise of the music

Moon was also unpredictable and sometimes wouldn’t show up on time

industry, the radio jingles, commercials and announcers’ voices. Once the

graphics; sporadically. To the chagrin of his parents, he decided to leave.

The Who circus now lugged 14 tons of equipment around with it and the band
were registered in their hotels under the names of Sherlock Holmes, Dr. Watson
and Moriarty.
Then the first signs of a serious problem surfaced. Bill Curbishley, who was now
the band’s manager, had gone with them on tour. Curbishley was woken up one

The band was about to make a record; there was a more exciting life in

songs had been safely recorded, the group was sent back on tour in the

night by a telephone call from Keith Moon. When he went to Moon’s room, he

prospect for the young guitarist.

UK.

found the drummer lying on the floor, and the room “saturated with blood”, as he

to this kind of impulsive behaviour. Also, in March 1964 he had married

With mod culture fanning out beyond London, Chris Parmeinter
wanted to use the High Numbers to open the pockets of the mod world,

August that year.
Moon’s absorption into the band produced a cataclysmic effect, “A
turning point” as Pete Townshend put it, and there was only one direction

and a contract was signed with Fontana Records; one single, with options
for more if it succeeded.
Into the studio, then, with two songs and Meaden’s lyrics, designed to
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to gigs; and Moon became Townshend’s sidekick in tomfoolery, pleasant
and otherwise, driven by alcohol or drugs. Daltrey was less susceptible
a pregnant Jacqueline Rickman. Their son Simon was born on the 22

The album “The Who Sell Out”, was released in November 1967. It

later described it. The drummer had kicked a painting and the glass had split open

was a superb work, even if many considered that it had fallen short of

the vein in his foot. Curbishley attempted to staunch the flow using a towel as a

what it attempted to achieve. One of those aims was to “make fun of

tourniquet, soaking himself in blood in the attempt.

ourselves” as Townshend had said. The album sold well, nonetheless, and

Moon spent the night in hospital and checked himself out next day. It was clear

marked a further development in Townshend’s songwriting skills; he now

that without his manager, Keith Moon would have died in the hotel the night before.

Pete Townshend playing Gibson Les Paul
guitar, doing 'windmill' arm, 1975
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The first leg of the American tour passed off without incident as did the gigs in

alongside those of Peter and Roger. It’s a miracle they managed to play
together at all. The reason John and Keith had battles was because
followed it mercilessly, a solo performer, and this would necessarily
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Numbers” and rose to number 8 in the Billboard Top 10.

Nothing drew them together so much as the day the rickety plane they

new bass cabinets from Jim Marshall. Townshend followed suit, and was
soon introduced to the wonderful world of feedback. Now, the band was

Very soon, however, the Beachcombers had outlived their usefulness

14

themselves and bond a little.

developed a spectacular drumming style. This had exactly the effect that
he wished, and Keith Moon was the man to watch in the Beachcombers.

The Lash of Fame: A Death in the Family 1974 - 1978

overcame this minor handicap by becoming an eye-catching, theatrical
drummer who could draw attention to himself in a myriad of ways. He

